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Book Descriptions:

corsair obsidian 800d manual

Lastmanuals provides you a fast and easy access to the user manual CORSAIR OBSIDIAN 800D. We
hope that this CORSAIR OBSIDIAN 800D user guide will be useful to you. Specifications. Dimensions
Material Color Model. Drive Bays. Cooling Expansion Slots MotherboardPower Supply. ATX not
includedImage Part Name Copper Stand Off color black QtyCase Fan Screws color blackLower Hard
Drive Bay Fan Screws color blackDrive Rails color black Rubber Vibration Damper for 120mm fan
color black SATA power connector adapter color blackNylon zip ties color black SATA data cables
color black 8pin CPU power connector extension cableHow to remove and reinstall side panels.
Removing the side panel. Press and hold the release button on the rear of the case for the
corresponding side panel. Gently pull the side panel away from case and then lift vertically to
remove the panel. When the side panel is flush, release the button and the side panel will lock into
place. Removing the front panel. In no event shall Corsair Memory be liable, whether in contract or
tort including negligence for damages in excess of the purchase price of the product, or accessory,
or for any indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages of any kind, or loss of revenue or
profits, loss of business, loss of information or data, software orLastmanuals, for instance, does not
offer a translation service. Please email us if youre running the latest version of your browser and
you still see this message. The actual Open Box product may differ in packaging and included
accessories, but has been tested to ensure basic functionality. This matte black mid tower case is
constructed from aluminum and steel and features a brushed metal finish for a professional look.
Whether you’re a hardcore gamer or a PC builder that demands the best parts, the clear side panel
window is perfect for showing off your hard work. The 800D is a versatile option for any situation.
The case offers five 5.25inch optical and four
3.http://www.belleantonio.it/foto_fck/fireplace-xtrordinair-manual-wood.xml
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5inch SATA hot swappable drive bays with two more 3.5inch bays inside. The toolfree design makes
adding drives literally a snap. The case is also large enough for ATX, mATX and EATX motherboards.
It also offers audio, USB and IEEE1394 connections on the front panel. Thermal management is key
in the 800D. The motherboard, power supply and hard disk drives are all separated into individual
compartments to prevent heat contamination. The three included 140mm fans circulate air from
bottom to top to ensure the lowest temperatures. The back plate promotes more airflow with
convenient cable management cutouts, reducing the clutter inside your case. Smart and elegant, the
Obsidian 800D is a computer case that will make any PC enthusiast proud. Own it today! Unique
cable routing holes guarantee a clean and clutterfree installation. Up to seven fans for outrageous
cooling potential. Toolfree optical drive installation makes building a system faster than ever.Oh and
its nice and sturdy.If you are concerned about needing room in the case and want a great case, I
would definitely recommend you consider it.We thought about buying another motherboard to go in
it. Joke But I love the room. Love how it has the side to hide all the cables and when I look inside
everything looks nice and neat.And speaking of plastic i had to move so I packed the tower back in
the original packaging and a corner of the plastic cracked not a big deal but just putting it out
there.The case is very easy to work in and is very sturdy, you certainly get what you pay for. You can
also fit an EATX board in it without a problem.Some people may have problems with power cables
being long enough and I ran into a problem with the cover for the front USB ports not opening fully
because the space between my bluray drive and it was too close, though I just ended up moving the
drive to the slot below it. Its also too long to fit on top of any desk that I own.This case is HUGE and
the extra space doesnt go to
waste.http://www.toscanasempre.com/writable/public/userfiles/firepower-2000-manual.xml
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Excellent cable management, and designed with the enthusiast in mind. The hot swap drives are
great, except for one fairly annoying issue which Ill go into more detail about in a bit. Tons of room
for expansion and extra cooling should you need it. Never had a case where taking the panels off
was such a breeze, elegant solution to a historically annoying process.While there is support for
installing SSDs, the BIOS could not detect both SSDs and HDDs simultaneously. I had to mount the
SSD elsewhere in the case, which was somewhat annoying.Click here for more details. Secure
shopping made faster. Check out with PayPal. Any exceptions to the condition of the item outside the
manufacturer’s information should be provided in the listing, up to and including warranty details.
Any accessories MAY OR MAY NOT be included. Newegg will NOT send you any missing
accessories, even if it is required to use all of the item’s functions.Open Box items usually do not
come with manufacturer or vendor warranty or technical support. However, warranty support may
be available if an item was never registered by a previous owner. Please contact the manufacturer to
check. Product may includes warranty, and accessories found with the original product. Product may
or may not be in the original packaging. Returned items with minor packaging defects fall under this
category. Product does not come with warranty unless stated otherwise in product description.
Product does not come with warranty unless stated otherwise in product description. Product does
not come with warranty unless stated otherwise in product description. Functionality issues beyond
signs of use should be disclosed in product description. Some manufacturers place restrictions on
how details of their products may be communicated. Some manufacturers place restrictions on how
details of their products may be communicated. Some manufacturers place restrictions on how
details of their products may be communicated.

Some manufacturers place restrictions on how details of their products may be communicated.
Using the online preview, you can quickly view the contents and go to the page where you will find
the solution to your problem with Corsair Obsidian 800D. To start viewing the user manual Corsair
Obsidian 800D on full screen, use the button Fullscreen. However, if you do not want to take up too
much of your disk space, you can always download it in the future from ManualsBase. The option to
print the manual has also been provided, and you can use it by clicking the link above Print the
manual. You do not have to print the entire manual Corsair Obsidian 800D but the selected pages
only. paper. If you want to quickly view the content of pages found on the following pages of the



manual, you can use them. The Obsidian 800D has been designed to offer highend features and
performance, such as an innovative cooling design and support for liquid cooling systems. We hope
it serves you well in your quest to build your ultimate Dream PC. CONTENTS OF USER MANUAL
Contents 1.0. Product Overview.Gently pull the side panel away from case and then lift vertically to
remove the panel.When the side panel is flush, release the button and the side panel will lock into
place. 2.2. How to remove and reinstall the front panel 2.2.1. Removing the front panel Standing in
front of the case, reach under the bottom of the front panel and, using firm pressure, pull upwards
and fStep 3 Once the drive rails are installed on the drive, slide it into the bay until it clicks in place
and is secure. Please check your inbox, and if you can’t find it, check your spam folder to make sure
it didnt end up there. Please also check your spam folder. When you purchase through links on our
site, we may earn an affiliate commission. Learn more Now, the company is oneupping itself with the
Obsidian 900D. Is this a genuine highend enclosure, a bomb shelter, or a mess of sheet metal.

https://www.informaquiz.it/petrgenis1604790/status/flotaganis22052022-2214

We put the case through our bevy of tests. This time around Ill be a bit more serious. Dont expect to
be bored, though. Im still testing the companys latest effort in two completely different use cases.
The first challenges the 900D in its stock configuration with two of the warmest Opteron processors
I could find and two hotrunning FirePro W9000 graphics cards. Its amazing how much heat you can
kick out using OpenCLenabled benchmarks on highend hardware like this. But our efforts dont end
there. After benchmarking the first configuration, I swapped out all of the case fans, installed a fan
controller and water cooling system, and replaced the Opteronpowered workstation with a
highlyoverclocked gaming setup. Why You only live once. Thats why. I enjoyed another benefit, too.
Because the Obsidian 900D is more massive than a modern race cars chassis, manhandling this
enclosure as I installed and removed highend hardware scored me some serious cardio. Im pretty
sure I gained half an inch around each of my biceps, too. Who needs a gym when Corsairs Obsidian
900D is beckoning. Shipping Box and Unpacking Truly, this case presents a physical challenge for
everyone, including the delivery guy who Im pretty sure hates me at this point. Fortunately, the
cardboard box looks more massive than the enclosure inside really is. Understandably, Corsair is
concerned that external stresses could lead to minor deformations of the oversize chassis. In the
event that rough shipping does affect the Obsidians integrity, you might find it difficult to close the
lower doors. I put the 900D through my familiar tilt test, though this time with the goal of
straightening out the case, and I succeeded. The white specks you see in the pictures dont come
from paint imperfections, but rather a powder that clings to the paint. I dont blame Corsair for the
bumps our Obsidian took on the way to our German office. After all, more crossbeams would make
the 900D even heavier.
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The company claims that retail versions of the Obsidian will benefit from a change in packaging that
should prevent similar issues. And who knows Maybe someone in German customs is to blame. Even
as UEFIequipped boards become more common, a majority still sport a speaker header for error
diagnosis. Also, dont search the accessory box for an ATX12V extension cable; it is already mounted
at the rear of the motherboard plate. The instruction leaflet that came with our sample was a folded
sheet of paper. Thats hardly what we expected to guide us through the features and assembly of a
flagship enclosure. For instance, there werent any instructions on how to remove the top cover.
Again, though, Corsair promises us that retail boxes will include more comprehensive instructions.
Workstationclass rig is up to the challenge for exploring 900D abilities, but gaming rig. You slap
offtheshelf closed loop watercooler on the midrange CPU TDP wise, one simple GPU and call it
watercooled system. Point is for such class of case you put lowend gaming rig. It doesnt tell us will it
perform if serious system is inside. If the case performs with highwattage rig, it will do for any
smaller one, but not necessarily the other way around.You will receive a verification email shortly.
Please refresh the page and try again. You can unsubscribe at any time and well never share your
details without your permission. Visit our corporate site. New York. All other trademarks are the
property of their respective owners. Quiet, strong 200mm fans provide excellent airflow, and
innovative cable routing, eight expansion slots, native SSD support for up to six drives, an external
hotswap dock for quick data access, and easytoremove dust filters add to the list of features that
make the 650D the best choice for your next PC. 100Word Product Description The Obsidian Series
650D seamlessly melds great features with a subtle, elegant appearance.
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An allblack painted steel structure provides a strong frame while a beautiful brushed aluminum face
adorns the front of the chassis. The 650D features all the elegance of its bigger brother, the
awardwinning Obsidian Series 800D, but in a smaller, midtower package, making it easier to
transport and store. Quiet, strong 200mm fans provide excellent airflow, and innovative cable
routing, eight expansion slots, native SSD support for up to six drives, dual radiator compatibility, an
external hotswap dock for quick data access, and easytoremove dust filters add to the list of features
that make the 650D the best choice for your next PC. Product Features Dual 200mm fans provide
outstanding cooling for even the hottest components. Easily accessible dust filters make
maintenance simple and hasslefree. Quickrelease side panels make it easier than ever to upgrade
your hardware. Integrated fan controller lets you quickly adjust cooling performance and noise
levels. Four toolfree optical drive bays and up to six SSDready hard drive trays provide plenty of
expansion. CPU backplate cutout makes it easy to upgrade your CPU cooler. Brilliant cable routing
system provides a way to keep your system neat and tidy. Adjustable drive cages can be removed
and relocated to accommodate large video cards. I Room for long power supplies gives you peace of
mind for future upgrades. Eight expansion slots give you tons of room for multiple graphics cards.
External hotswappable SATA3 dock provides a quick way to copy data toand from 2.5” or 3.5” SATA
drives Suiv. View online or download Corsair Obsidian 800D User Manual. 20 Aug 2009 A printed
manual is not delivered. The Obsidian Series 800D is built to last through years Corsair 800d Case
Manual Download OM3607151. Olympia, Corsair Case 800d Manual USER MANUAL. 2.
Congratulations on the purchase of your new Corsair Obsidian Series. 800D highperformance PC
chassis. The Obsidian 800D has been User Manual.

Corsair Obsidian Series 800D High Performance Computer Chassis. Obsidian Series 800D. Corsair
Computer Case User Manual. Obsidian Series 800D Chassis pdf manual Powered by WordPress. Fan
spaces 140 mm 3. Fan spaces 200 mm 0. Fan spaces 250 mm 0. Fan spaces 330 mm 0. Fan spaces
400 mm 0. Fan spaces 80 mm 0. Fan spaces total 7 No. of fans included 3. Room for expansion Yes
Height of expansion slots Full Maximum length of video card 452 mm Number of card slots 7. Slim
disk station No Slim optical drive No Features Features Dust filter, Fan control Screwless design
Hard drives, Side panel Materials Material Acrylic glass, Aluminum, Steel Miscellaneous Release
year 2009 Show full product information Contact us NEW ZEALAND PriceSpy.co.nz Subscribe to our



newsletter.
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